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INTRODUCTION
SUMMARY
Symmetric acquisition geometry consisting of identical
sampling of shots and receivers, can maintain the spatial
continuity of the wavefield automatically, according to
symmetric sampling theory. However, asymmetric
geometry is often adopted in practical seismic exploration
applications. Such geometry can cause uneven sampling
and is necessary to be assessed for its sampling
performance prior to acquisition. In conventional survey
design, based on the common mid-point (CMP) analysis
for a horizontally layered earth or common reflection
point (CRP) analysis for a complex subsurface structure,
the quality of acquisition geometry is generally judged by
such bin properties as effective fold, offset scalar and
azimuth distributions. However, these conventional
approaches are limited by an incomplete understanding of
the offset-vector sampling. Therefore, we propose a new
method for quantitatively evaluating the continuity of
offset-vector sampling including four spatial coordinates
of shot and receiver. On the basis of physical potential
energy and force-balance principle, it analyzes the
regularity coefficient of offset-vector sampling as a whole
using potential function model and takes into account
fold, offset-scalar and azimuth distribution factors. The
combination of regularity coefficients of every bin can
produce spatial continuity distribution of offset-vector
sampling. Similar to symmetric sampling, this approach
emphasize the spatial relationships between adjacent bins
rather than single bin attribute, since it aims to maintain
the spatial continuity of the wavefield which allows the
faithful reconstruction of the underlying continuous
wavefield. Using this method, we can quantitatively
compare spatial continuity distribution for different
seismic acquisition geometries, and then choose the
better acquisition scheme.
Key words: Seismic acquisition geometry, quantitative
regularity analysis, offset-vector sampling.
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Current design techniques for 3D seismic acquisition
geometries combine 3D symmetric sampling method
(Vermeer, 2002), the rules of thumb (Cordsen et al., 2000),
and limitations of available equipment (Stone, 1994).
According to symmetric sampling theory Vermeer, 1998),
symmetric acquisition geometry consisting of identical
sampling of shots and receivers, can maintain the spatial
continuity of the wavefield automatically.
However, in some cases (e.g. when the budget is not adequate
or in marine streamer acquisition), asymmetric geometry is
often adopted in practical seismic exploration applications.
Such geometry, which is far from 3D symmetric sampling
criteria, can cause uneven sampling and is necessary to be
assessed for its sampling performance prior to acquisition. In
conventional survey design, based on the common mid-point
(CMP) analysis for a horizontally layered earth or common
reflection point (CRP) analysis for a complex subsurface
structure (Slawson et al., 1994), the quality of acquisition
geometry is generally judged by such bin properties as
effective fold, offset scalar and azimuth distributions.
However, these conventional approaches are limited by an
incomplete understanding of the offset-vector sampling.
Therefore, we propose a new method for quantitatively
evaluating the continuity of offset-vector sampling including
four spatial coordinates of shot and receiver. On the basis of
physical potential energy and force-balance principle, it
analyzes the regularity coefficient of offset-vector sampling as
a whole using potential function model and takes into account
fold, offset-scalar and azimuth distribution factors. The
combination of regularity coefficients of every bin can
produce spatial continuity distribution of offset-vector
sampling. Similar to symmetric sampling, this approach
emphasizes the spatial relationships between adjacent bins
rather than single bin attribute, since it aims to maintain the
spatial continuity of the wavefield which allows the faithful
reconstruction of the underlying continuous wavefield. Using
this method, we can quantitatively compare spatial continuity
distribution for different seismic acquisition geometries, and
then choose the better acquisition scheme.
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The sampling of 3D seismic wavefield can be expressed as a
5D vector W (t , xs , ys , xr , yr ) . Here, xs , ys , xr and yr are
the shot and receiver coordinates. It would be prohibitively
expensive to completely sample this 5D wavefield, as this
would mean filling the whole survey area with a dense
coverage of both shots and receivers (Vermeer, 1998).
Changing the shot and receiver coordinates ( xs , ys , xr , yr ) to
the midpoint and half-offset coordinates ( xm , ym , xh , yh )
(Figure 1), the 5D wavefield can be expressed as
W (t , xm , ym , xh , yh ) , where
xm = ( xr + xs ) / 2
xh = ( xr − xs ) / 2
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The sampling of 3D seismic wavefield

ym = ( y r + ys ) / 2
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The regularity coefficient C physically stands for the sum of
potential energy with assumption of charge distribution at
every points in S . The repulsive forces between all the
objects in S0 shove them away from each other (Figure 3a).
At the same time, the repulsive forces between the objects in
S0 and the objects in S make the objects in S0 get close
with each other (Figure 3b). The electrostatic forces achieve
balance when the electric charges are uniformly distributed on
the space (Figure 3c). Accounting to the definition above, the
smaller the regularity coefficient is, the more uniform the
offset-vector distribution is. Using potential function model,
we can analyze the regularity coefficient C of offset-vector
sampling as a whole and take into account fold, offset-scalar
and azimuth distribution factors (Figure 4).

y h = ( y r − ys ) / 2

In every bin, the midpoint coordinates M ( xm , ym ) are the
same. Thus, the sampling of 3D seismic wavefield can be
expressed as a 2D offset vector H ( xh , yh ) (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of offset vector H ( xh , yh ) .
Here, S ( xs , ys ) and R ( xr , yr ) are the shot and receiver
coordinates, and M ( xm , ym ) and H ( xh , yh ) are the midpoint
and half-offset coordinates.
On the basis of physical potential energy and force-balance
principle, Hu et al. (2003) defines a potential function model.
Using this potential function model, we define the regularity
coefficient of the sampling of 2D point H ( xh , yh ) as follow:

Figure 2: Copy the set of point S0 along the positive and
negative direction of x-axis and y-axis or the four diagonal
directions, and get sets S1 , S 2 ,…, and S8 . Then define
all the points in the sets S0 , S1 , S 2 ,…, and S8 as a set
S(H 1 , H 2 ,..., H 9n ) . Lx,max and Ly,max are the xdirection and y-direction components of maximum offset,
respectively.

(1) Define all the points H1 , H 2 ,…, and H n in 2D space
as a set S0 ( H1 , H 2 ,..., H n ) (Figure 2).
(2) As Figure 2 shown, copy the set of point S0 along the
positive and negative direction of x-axis and y-axis or the four
diagonal directions, and get sets S1 , S 2 ,…, and S8 (Figure
2). Then define all the points in the sets S0 , S1 , S 2 ,…, and
S8 as a set S ( H1 , H 2 ,..., H 9 n ) .
(3) Summarize the potential energy from all the points in S0
to that in S , and get the regularity coefficient C of the
sampling:
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Figure 3: (a) The repulsive forces between the objects in
S0 shove them away from each other. (b) At the same
time, the repulsive forces between the objects in S0 and
the objects in S make the objects in S0 get close with
each other. (c) The electrostatic forces achieve balance
when the electric charges are uniformly distributed on the
space.
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the regularity coefficient
C of offset-vector samplings. It can analyse the
performance of offset-vector sampling including offset
scalar and azimuth factors.

Similar to the conventional CMP analysis, the regularity
coefficient above is only undermined by offset-vector
distribution of the earth's surface. However, it should also be
influenced by a variety of factors, including the target depth,
or how that velocity is distributed in the ray-path of seismic
wave. We aim at analyzing the impact of acquisition geometry
on the seismic imaging and therefore assume the velocity to be
constant in the homogeneous medium setting. Then the
sampling of 3D seismic wavefield which is expressed as a 7D
vector W (t , xs , ys , zs , xr , yr , zr ) , can be simplified to a 3D
vector H ( xh , yh , zh ) for every bin, where
zh = ( z r + zs − 2 z f ) / 2 .
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For land data acquisition, the orthogonal geometry is the
geometry of choice in general. However, there are situations in
which it may be preferable to choose a different geometry
including the slanted geometry, the zigzag geometry, and other
target-oriented geometries (Campbell et al., 2002; Muerdter
and Ratcliff, 2001). For marine streamer acquisition, the
parallel geometry is the only choice. Once a nominal geometry
has been decided upon, it may not be easy to realize the
geometry without modifications. Especially for the marine
streamer acquisition, the offset sampling in cross-line
direction can become quite variable due to differential
feathering (Vermeer, 1997). In that case, spatial continuity
distribution of offset-vector sampling is of great importance to
avoid irregular illumination of the subsurface. Using this
method, we can quantitatively compare spatial continuity
distribution for different seismic acquisition geometries in
consideration of modifications in design and construction. It
can be followed by the spatial resolution analysis (Berkhout et
al., 2001; Volker et al., 2001; Van Veldhuizen et al., 2008;
Vermeer, 1999; Gibson and Tzimeas, 2002) to provide a
further estimate of the final image quality at a particular target
area.

EXAMPLE
In this example, we analyze two 3D data acquisition
geometries with different templates (Figure 5) using the
concept of spatial continuity distribution of offset-vector
sampling. All geometries are designed to have a square bin
size of 50×50m and a fold of 40.

(3)

By introducing the depth component zh into offset vector
H ( xh , yh , zh ) , this approach can analysis the spatial
distribution of offset-vector sampling at different depths.
Thus, it can be applied to the areas with irregular topography.
Replacing CMP bin above by CRP bin, it can also be applied
to the areas with more complex heterogeneous medium.
Spatial continuity distribution of offset-vector sampling

Combining regularity coefficients of every bin can produce
spatial continuity distribution of offset-vector sampling
including four or six spatial coordinates of shot and receiver.
Similar to symmetric sampling, this approach emphasizes the
spatial relationships between adjacent bins rather than single
bin attribute, since it aims to maintain the spatial continuity of
the wavefield which allows the faithful reconstruction of the
underlying continuous wavefield.
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Figure 5: Schematic view of the templates of acquisition
geometries. The two geometries are designed to have crossline roll-along distances of 400m (top) and 800m (bottom),
respectively. The square represents source and the cross
represents detector.
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The offset-vector sampling distributions for the two
acquisition geometries are shown in Figure 6. They show how
the cross-line roll-along distance affects the spatial continuity
of the wavefield.
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Figure 6: The offset-vector sampling distributions for the
two acquisition geometry Schemes. The gray-scale values
indicate offset-vector regularity coefficients on a linear
scale.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a new method for quantitatively
evaluating the continuity of offset-vector sampling including
four spatial coordinates of shot and receiver. On the basis of
physical potential energy and force-balance principle, it
analyzes the regularity coefficient of offset-vector sampling as
a whole using potential function model and takes into account
fold, offset-scalar and azimuth distribution factors. The
combination of regularity coefficients of every bin can
produce spatial continuity distribution of offset-vector
sampling. Similar to symmetric sampling, this approach
emphasizes the spatial relationships between adjacent bins
rather than single bin attribute, since it aims to maintain the
spatial continuity of the wavefield which allows the faithful
reconstruction of the underlying continuous wavefield. Using
this method, we can quantitatively compare spatial continuity
distribution for different seismic acquisition geometries, and
then choose the better acquisition scheme.
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